
 

Software Engineer (practical development)  

Databox, a fast-growing software company that helps other companies monitor and improve            
their business performance, is going to give an opportunity to young, enthusiastic people to              
help us scale our systems from thousands to millions of users. We are looking for a student who                  
wants to be a part of a fast-paced-team that is continuously learning and challenging ourselves-               
building a technically- superior product that is loved by business users. We are always exploring               
new tools and ideas as our needs evolve, and we love working alongside people who are willing                 
to try new things. Code reviews, writing unit tests, and belief in the value of coding standards                 
are only some of our core engineering values. We recognize achievement, promote from             
within, and encourage professional growth, collaboration, knowledge sharing, and fun. 

We are searching for people who already have some foundation and is craving for upgrade,               
new knowledge and experiences in PHP, Node.js, TypeScript (backend) or JavaScript/HTML/CSS           
(frontend). However, as new programming languages can be learned quickly, we care much             
more about your general engineering skills than knowledge of a particular language or             
framework. 
If you have the ability to learn quickly, take initiative, work independently and handle the               
pressures of an increasing level of responsibility, take the opportunity and join us.  

By joining Databox, you’ll have an opportunity to work in our headquarters in Ptuj, Slovenia               
and Boston, MA, with high qualified engineers that will provide you knowledge and experiences              
much needed for your future career. We will take you to the funny team buildings, team                
events, and cover your gym membership. Our kitchen is always full of cold drinks, fruit and                
snacks. However, since our team and customer base is distributed globally across several             
countries with concentrations of team members in Slovenia (Ptuj and Ljubljana), US (Boston,             
MA) and Serbia (Novi Sad), this is an opportunity to work in a company with a flexible schedule,                  
location, and travel opportunities. 

 

 Study programs:  

- Computer science and Information Technologies  Number of students: 2 
- Informatics and Technologies of communication  Number of students: 1 

Who to contact: Rebeka Trop, Operations Manager at Databox (rebeka@databox.com; 041 924            
348) 
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